
Grid Computing:Enabling a Vision for Collaborative ResearhGregor von LaszewskiArgonne National Laboratory,9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL 60439, U.S.A.gregor�ms.anl.govWWW home page: http://www.ms.anl.gov/~gregorAbstrat. In this paper we provide a motivation for Grid omputingbased on a vision to enable a ollaborative researh environment. Ourvision goes beyond the onnetion of hardware resoures. We argue thatwith an infrastruture suh as the Grid, new modalities for ollaborativeresearh are enabled. We provide an overview showing why Grid researhis diÆult, and we present a number of management-related issues thatmust be addressed to make Grids a reality. We list projets that providesolutions to subsets of these issues.1 IntrodutionThe Grid approah is an important development in the disipline of omputersiene and engineering. It is making rapid progress on several levels, inludingthe de�nition of terminology, the design of an arhiteture and framework, theappliation in sienti� problems, and the reation of physial instantiations ofGrids on a prodution level. In this paper we outline important management is-sues inuening urrent Grid omputing e�orts. A strong overlap between past,urrent, and future researh in other disiplines inuenes this new area andmakes answers to some of the questions omplex. Nevertheless, we hope thatreaders will be enouraged to ontribute to the ongoing Grid e�orts, either byenhaning the infrastruture or by using it to provide solutions for applied par-allel omputing.The paper is strutured as follows. First, we motivate the reation of Gridsbased on a vision for a sienti� ollaboratory. We list a number of managementissues that need to be addressed to make a Grid a reality. Next we list severaltools that address a subset of these problems. We list a number of produtionGrids that an be used to prototype Grid based appliations. Last, we summarizefuture work.1.1 Vision for an Open International Sienti� CollaboratoryFirst, we identify what motivates us to develop a Grid approah. We simplify ourpresentation by providing an example for a partiular sienti� domain, meteo-rology. The ingredients for an aurate weather predition are a model allowingalulations based on observations for the upoming weather (see Fig. 1).



10 L. F. Rihardson expressed the �rst modern vision for numerial weather pre-dition in 1922. Within two deades, the �rst prototype of a preditive systemwas implemented by von Neuman, Charney, and others on the �rst generationof omputers [1℄. With the inreased power of omputers, numerial weatherpredition beame a reality in the 1960s and initiated a revolution in the �eldthat we are still experiening today.But what vision promotes a Grid-like senario for weather predition?In ontrast to these early weather predition models, today the sienti� om-munity understands that omplex hemial proesses and their interations withland and sea have to be onsidered. The information based on observations isstill inomplete, and international e�orts are under way to improve this situa-tion. Thus, we see that one of the ingredients for a suessful weather foreast is asophistiated sensor network. Another important ingredient is aurate models.A group of interdisiplinary sientists is neessary to derive suh models whilesharing the intelletual property of their ontributions with the ommunity. Athird ingredient is high-end distributed omputers. We believe that althoughtodays superomputers o�er enormous power, preditive limate and weathermodeling will require distributed omputing, exploiting diverse omputationalresoures at dispersed loations.
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Fig. 1.Weather foreasting is a omplex proess that requires a omplex infrastruture.The result is delivered appropriately to onsumers.Thus, we have identi�ed the need for an infrastruture that allows us to reatea dynami, dispersed set of sensor, data, ompute, ollaboration, and deliverynetworks. Suh a Grid-like infrastruture is now being developed, enabling aninternational ommunity to formulate foreasts as a ollaborative and interdis-iplinary e�ort while providing proper delivery to onsumers. In summary, theGrid approah promotes a vision for sophistiated international sienti� andbusiness oriented ollaboratories.



111.2 Historial Perspetive: Making the Vision a RealityWhen we look at why it is now possible to develop very sophistiated foreastmodels, we see an inrease in understanding, apaity, apability, and aurayon all levels of our infrastruture.Clearly, tehnology has advaned dramatially.. Sensor infrastruture to mea-sure data for the input in predition models has expanded from temperature mea-surements on the surfae to Doppler radar, weather balloons, and weather satel-lites; and many more improvements are under way to improve further overageand auray. Communiation satellites and the Internet enable remote aessto regional and international databases olleting the weather measurements.Collaborative infrastrutures suh as the Aess Grid have moved exhange ofinformation beyond the desktop. These advanes have profoundly a�eted theway sientists work with eah other.Compute power also has steadily inreased. Indeed, as for more than threedeades, omputer speed has doubled every eighteen months, and this trend isexpeted to last at least for the next deade. Furthermore, over the past �veyears network bandwidth has inreased at a muh larger rate, leading expertsto believe that the network speed doubles every nine months. At the same time,the ost of prodution for network and omputer hardware is dereasing.Besides the inrease in apability, we also observe a hange in modality ofomputer operation. The �rst generation of superomputing enterprise was on-erned mostly with the development of high-end mainframes, vetor proessors,and parallel omputers. Aess to this expensive infrastruture was providedand ontrolled as part of a single institution within a single administrative do-main. With the advent of network tehnologies, promoting onnetivity betweenomputers, and the reation of the Internet, promoting onnetivity betweendi�erent organizations, we observe a trend leading away from the entralizedomputing enter to a deentralized environment. As part of this trend, it wasnatural to ollet geographially dispersed and possibly heterogeneous omputerresoures, typially as networks of workstations or superomputers. The �rstonnetions between high-end omputers to solve a problem in parallel on thesemahines were termed a metaomputer. The term is believed to be originatedas part of a gigabit testbed [2℄. Muh researh in this area has been inuentialin shaping what we now term the Grid approah or onept.1.3 The Term GridThe term \Grid" is an analogy to the eletri power grid that allows pervasiveaess to eletri power. In a similar fashion, omputing Grids provide aessto pervasive olletions of ompute-related resoures and servies. Already in1965, the designers of the Multis operating system envisioned and named re-quirements for a omputer faility operating \like a power ompany or waterompany" [3℄, and others antiipated Grid-like senarios [4℄.We emphasize that the onept of the Grid goes far beyond just sharingompute resoures in a distributed fashion. Besides superomputers and om-pute pools, Grids inlude aess to information resoures (suh as large-sale



12databases) and aess to knowledge resoures (suh as ollaboration betweenolleagues). Additionally, we expet that multiple Grids will exist and be sup-ported by multiple organizations. This is also analogous to the eletrial powergrid where multiple power ompanies may maintain their own grids while pro-viding persistent servies to the user ommunity aessed as part of a ommunityprodution Grid. To manage suh a ommunity prodution Grid, it is neessaryto de�ne sharing rules that govern membership and operation2 Grid Management FaetsReviewing Fig. 1 we observe that the envisioned Grid infrastruture raises sig-ni�ant ontrol issues. For example, we have to deal with the ontrol of ommu-nities, information, data, tasks, hardware, servies, and appliations or software.Within eah of these management hallenges, we �nd a number of issues thatmust be addressed, suh as seurity, heterogeneity, quality, distribution, dispar-ity, dynamiity, unpreditability, interoperability, and ompatibility. In eah asewe must onsider the dynami, unpreditable properties of the Grid, while atthe same time try to provide a reliable and persistent infrastruture. Addition-ally, we want to enable open ollaborations, while at the same time protet theollaboration with appropriate seurity restritions. These apparent ontradi-tions { desire for reliability vs. a potential unreliable infrastruture, or restritedvs. unrestrited aess to information { provide omplex hallenges for Grids.In order for Grids to beome a reality, we must develop infrastrutures, frame-works, and tools that address these hallenges. Several state-of-the-art projetstry to provide solutions to a subset of these issues. We hope, as part of the Gridommunity, that a large number of issues an be addressed while learning fromexisting solutions.2.1 A Role-Based Layered Grid ArhitetureThe seure aess to a olletively ontrolled set of physial resoures reusedby appliations motivates a role-based layered arhiteture that is outlined in[5℄ and [6℄. Within this arhiteture, it is easy to identify fundamental systemomponents, speify the purpose and funtion of these omponents, and indiatehow these omponents interat with one another. The arhiteture lassi�es pro-tools, servies, appliation programming interfaes, and software developmentkits aording to their role in resoure sharing. It identi�es �ve layers: fabri,onnetivity, resoure, olletive, and appliation layers. Interoperability is pre-served by using a small standard set of protools assisting in the seure exhangeof information and data amongst single resoures. These resoures are managedby olletive servies in order to provide the illusion of a single resoure to ap-pliation designers and users. The layers within the arhiteture are de�ned asfollows:{ The fabri layer ontains protools, appliation interfaes, and toolkits thatallow development of servies and omponents to aess loally ontrolledresoures, suh as omputers, storage resoures, networks, and sensors.



13{ The onnetivity and resoure layer inludes the neessary Grid-spei� oreommuniation and authentiation support to perform seure network trans-ations with the resoures within the Grid fabri. This inludes protools andservies allowing seure message exhange, authentiation, and authoriza-tion. It is bene�ial to develop a small set of standard protools and serviesto provide the means of interoperability. The resoure layer ontains proto-ols that enable seure aess and monitoring by olletive operations.{ The olletive layer is onerned with the oordination of multiple resouresand de�nes olletions of resoures that are part of a virtual organization [1℄.Popular examples of suh servies are diretories for resoure disovery andbrokers for distributed task and job sheduling.{ The appliation layer omprises the users appliations that are used withina virtual organization.Eah of these layers may ontain protools, appliation-programming inter-faes (APIs), and software development kits (SDKs) to support the developmentof Grid appliations and servies. A bene�t of this arhiteture is the ability tobootstrap a omplex Grid framework while suessively re�ning it on variouslevels. We emphasize that our arhiteture an be supported with an immenselyrih set of already de�ned appliation interfaes, protools, toolkits, and ser-vies provided through ommodity tehnologies and developments within highend omputing. Reuse and extension of these standards, based on Grid spei�requirements, will support the development of Grids.2.2 Grid ServiesOver the next few years, we will observe a shift within information tehnologiestoward the servie onept. From the perspetive of Grid omputing we de�ne aservie as a platform-independent software omponent, whih is desribed witha desription language and published within a diretory or registry by a servieprovider. A servie requester an loate a set of servies with a query to theregistry., a proess known as resoure disovery. This mehanism has been usedby many Grid-related projets. Examples are [7℄ and, more reent, the GlobusMetaomputing Diretory Servie [8℄. A suitable servie an then be seletedand invoked, a proess known as binding.The usefulness of the servie-based arhiteture within Grid an be illustratedby sheduling a task on a omputer luster. First, we loate a set of possibleresoures. Next, we selet a ompute resoure from this set where we wouldlike to shedule our task. A riterion to selet suh a resoure ould be ostor load balane among the resoures. One a suitable resoure is seleted, webind the task of exeution to this resoure. An important aspet of servies isthe possibility to easily ompose new servies while using existing ones. This isenabled by the standard desription not only of the protool, but also of thebehavioral desription of suh a servie.Clearly, it is possible to develop omplex ows between servies. As thisservie model deals with the use of asynhronous servies, it will be importantto deal appropriately with servie guarantees in order to avoid deadloks.



14 This onept has been in wide use not only by the Grid ommunity, but alsoby the business ommunity. These realizations led to reent ollaborative e�ortsbetween the Grid and the business ommunity. An example of suh an ativityis the reation of the Open Grid Servie Arhiteture [9℄.2.3 Grid Seurity Management AspetsSine the Grid approah deals with heterogeneous and dispersed resoures andservies, seurity aspets within Grids play an important role. Most ommodityseurity servies available today enable the interation between two peers. Theonepts used to enable this are authentiation, authorization, enryption, andnonrepudiation.{ Authentiation deals with the veri�ation of the identity of an entity withinthe Grid. Though this is ommonly assoiated only with identi�ation of aGrid user, the Grid also requires authentiation of resoures and serviesprovided as part of the Grid.{ Authorization deals with the veri�ation of an ation an entity an per-form after authentiation was suessfully performed. Thus, poliies mustbe established that determine the apabilities of allowed ations. A typialexample is the use of a bath queue byuser A between 3 and 4 olok, butby user B only from 5 to 6 olok. In general, poliies determine who an dowhat and when at whih resoure.{ Enryption provides a mehanism for proteting the on�dentiality of mes-sages in transit between two peers.{ Nonrepudiation deals with issues that provide data or message integrity, suhas verifying that data was not hanged aidentally or maliiously duringmessage transmission.Besides these general seurity issues, the Grid infrastruture poses unique re-quirements. For instane, it is unfeasible to authentiate via password hallengesfor a user on thousands of di�erent resoures.{ Single sign-on is a mehanism must exist to support authentiation to alarge number of Grid resoures on behalf of the user or resoure while del-egating the task of authentiation to a servie ating on behalf of the user(also alled a proxy servie). Suh a servie will typially reate a temporaryredential (often referred to as a seure proxy) that is used for authentia-tion. An important fator to onsider within single sign-on is that di�erentdomains may provide di�erent loal seurity mehanisms. Thusany solutionmust be able to deal with di�erent identity mappings, suh as Unix aountsaessible through PKI or Kerberos.{ Delegation is the proess of one Grid entity ating on behalf of another Gridentity. Delegation must be performed arefully as it is possible to reatedelegation hains. A simple example of suh a hain is the initiation of aproess on a resoure D, initiated by a resoure A, and subsequently dele-gated through B and C (A!B!C!D). Delegation must be designed and



15evaluated arefully in order to minimize the risk for exploits. In general, weobserve the longer the hain, the greater the risk for misuse. Aordingly, itis desirable to reate what we term limited delegation. This inludes proure-ments for authentiation restrition with more sophistiated Grid servies.Thus, we an reate a limited proxy that inludes for example restritionson the usage of the Grid resoure to be used.{ Community authorization provides mehanisms for a virtual organization tode�ne poliies for groups of users that an be applied to enabling aessontrol to resoures by a ommunity. This servie is needed in ase it isimpossible or impratial to keep trak of the aess to a resoure on a user-by-user basis. An authority that establishes trust between the peers regulatesinlusion in suh a ommunity. In this sense ommunity authorization enablessingle-sign-on to resoures while being delegated to a trusted authority.{ Seure exeution is desired in environments where the user ommunity be-omes too large to handle. In these ases, it is important to provide a serviethat an run untrusted appliations (those submitted by the users) in atrusted environment (the ompute enter or luster); the onept of virtualmahines essential for suh a servie.We must onsider the user ommunity when designing a seurity infrastru-ture for appliations and servies running in a Grid environment. Many users areunwilling to deal with obtrusive seurity proedures, but at the same time expeta reasonable level of seurity. Hene, it is of utmost importane to present theseurity mehanisms to the users in an easy and mostly transparent way. A min-imum level of understanding by users is neessary, so that they an speify theirown seurity requirements and understand what seurity guarantees or risks theGrid provides. Thus, it is neessary to inlude an eduational servie as part ofthe strategy of prodution Grids. This an provide the neessary explanationsand guidane for aessing Grid resoures and developing seure servie.2.4 Grid Information Management AspetsWithin Grids, information about the users and the system is ritial. User infor-mation will help to establish ollaborative sessions and system information willhelp us to selet the appropriate resoures and appliations for a problem solvingproess. The availability of suh information enables us to maintain, on�gure,and use the heterogeneous and dynamially hanging Grid infrastruture. Re-quired harateristis that must be imposed on suh an information servie tosupport Grids are uniform, exible aess to information, salable, eÆient a-ess to dynami data, aess to multiple information soures, and deentralizedmaintenane.The reation of suh an information servie must be a entral part of eahGrid toolkit and appliation. In the past, we have seen the use of distributeddiretories to enable suh a servie. Often it is possible to use a entrally main-tained relational database to serve the same purpose. In any ase, the design ofa salable information servie must onsider the distributed nature of the Grid.



16Furthermore, it is often ignored that the resoure owners may not wish to exportthe information about their system to unauthorized users. Though the restritedaess to information is already possible, it is not adequately addressed withinthe �rst generation of prototype prodution Grids.2.5 Grid Data Management AspetsEah program exeuted in a Grid is dependent on data, and the data require-ments typially are enormous. For example, a high-energy experiment requiresstoring petabytes of data a day. To ompensate for limited storage apaities atremote sites, servies that perform delivery on demand may augment the datawith a lifetime to limit the amount of atual data in the Grid. In ase the al-ulation annot be performed on the server where the data is loated, we mustbe able to eÆiently repliate that data elsewhere. Thus, a reliable �le transferservie must be provided to move the data between soure and destination onbehalf of the issuing lient. To redue the amount of data during a transfer,appropriate �lters may be needed.. In ase the data an be reated with lesse�ort than the atual data transfer, it may be advantageous to augment datawith pedigree information about how to generate the data instead of storing theatual data itself. Data ahes at remote sites may be used to redue the needfor data repliation even further.2.6 Grid Exeution and Resoure ManagementCalulations on resoures within the Grid are ontrolled by exeution servies.The simplest form involves exeution servies that are part of the operatingsystem and allow exeution of jobs and tasks on a single resoure. A Grid seurityinfrastruture must be in plae that provides authentiation and authorizationmehanisms to govern the use of this resoure. Bath queuing systems provide aonvenient way to extend suh an exeution servie to a luster, a parallel, or asuperomputer. In ase we would like to use multiple instanes of suh resoures,a resoure o-alloation mehanism is needed. First, we have to identify a suitableset of resoures based on the Grid information servie. Then, we have to verifythat the seleted resoures are available; if they are not, an algorithm determineshow to ful�ll the users request. One we have a set of suitable resoures, wereserve them and �nally exeute our tasks on this agglomeration of resoures.Algorithms to ontrol the olletive use of suh resoures may be quite om-plex. Sine the algorithmi impliations for sheduling in suh an environmentare an NP omplete problem, heuristis may be used to solve the shedulingproblem and to guarantee the exeution of the tasks. Researhers are urrentlyexploring the use of ombinatorial optimization strategies, stohasti sampling,eonomi models, and agent based systems to study this quality-of-servie (QoS)problem.. In order to address the sheduling problem, smart servies are nees-sary that an deal with deadlok prevention, avoidane, and QoS guarantees onloal and global sale. Often, ompliated workows must be formulated as partof the omplex interdisiplinary appliations run by sientists on Grids. Thus, it



17is neessary to provide workow management servies that allow ontrol of theow of data and appliations as part of the problem-solving proess.2.7 Grid Software ManagementDeployment of appliations, omponents, and servies in a distributed hetero-geneous environment is a tremendously hallenging problem. In partiular, wemust guarantee interoperability between di�erent versions of software and li-braries on already installed and operational software and servies. The use ofthe Grid servie model desribed earlier o�ers a partial solution to this prob-lem by providing metadata to eah appliation and servie installed on the Gridthat an be queried through the Grid information servie. In this way, it is pos-sible to inlude portability data within the infrastruture, whih will be used aspart of an authorization servie to verify whether servies or appliations aninteroperate [10℄.2.8 Grid Hardware ManagementThe resoure providers are responsible for hardware management on the Grid.Noti�ations about downtimes and maintenane upgrades must be availablethrough the information servie in order to simplify �nding suitable resoureswith servie guarantees to the user. In general, hardware management must beaugmented with an appropriate infrastruture on the hardware servie providerside. Quality-of-servie augmentations on the hardware level (for example, innetworks) ould provide a profound advantage for future Grid infrastrutures.3 The Grid CommunitiesAs apparent from the diversity of the Grid approah, a variety of ommunitiesare supported by Grids. Eah of these ommunities has its own requirementsthat have a profound impat on the development of Grids. Within todays Gridommunity, we identify three basi lasses of ommunities dealing with manyGrid related ativities:{ Development: Grid programmers that develop servies in a ollaborativefashion to for deployment in the Grid.{ Appliation: Sienti� or appliation users that aess the servies providedas part of the Grid.{ Community Building: Administrators that deploy servies and appliationsin prodution Grids in order to make them aessible to others.While todays Grid users inlude mostly large sale sienti� appliation usersand developers, we expet that with the availability of robust Grid toolkits theommunity will expand to the �nanial setor, the health are setor, smallsale industries, and even the ommon household user needing aess to servies



18resoures aessible through the Grid. Thus the Grid will be instrumental infurthering the sienti� disovery proess [11℄ while developing the next genera-tion of ommunity problem solving environments. Critial to the establishmentof these Grid ommunities will be the development of interoperability standardsand poliies.3.1 Global Grid ForumThe Global Grid Forum (GGF) is an international ommunity-initiated forumof individual researhers and pratitioners working on various faets of Grids.The mission of the GGF is to promote and develop Grid tehnologies and ap-pliations via the development and doumentation of \best praties", imple-mentation guidelines, and standards with an emphasis on \rough onsensus andrunning ode". The objetive is to support with suh standards the reationof prodution Grids; address infrastruture obstales inhibiting the reation ofthese Grids; perform eduational outreah; and failitate the use of Grid teh-nologies within diverse appliation ommunities. Based on the IETF model, theGGF ontains several area groups and, within these areas, working groups deal-ing with a partiular Grid-related problem. The urrent areas inlude informa-tion servies, seurity, sheduling and management, performane, arhiteture,data, and appliations and models. Regular meetings are held in whih over twohundred organizations from more than thirty ountries are represented [12℄.3.2 Prodution GridsFor appliation sientists it is important to have aess to prodution Gridsthat allow the integration of their odes within an existing infrastruture. Thus,a number of prodution Grid e�orts have been reated that spawn variousadministrative domains. To name only a few, the NASA Information PowerGrid (IPG) [13℄, the Alliane Virtual Mahine Room (VMR) [14℄, DOE SieneGrid [15℄, EuroGrid [16℄, ApGrid [17℄, and DataGrid [18℄ have made progress indeveloping fundamental tehnologies needed to build suh high-end Grids [19℄,[20℄, [21℄. A well-trained administrative sta� performs the deployment of serviesand omponents in suh olletively maintained prodution Grids. Additionally,vast amounts of spare ompute resoures, suh as workstations and personalomputers, are part of a shared omputing pool resoure. This pool of resouresan be aessed by a trusted appliation (as demonstrated by the SETI�homeprojet [22℄) or by the members of the ommunity that ontribute to the om-pute pool (as demonstrated by the Condor projet [23℄, [24℄. In eah ase, it isimportant that deployment issues be arefully addressed in order to minimizethe hurdle of deploying the neessary omponents on the loal lients. For ol-laboration between sientists, researh e�orts suh as the Aess Grid are ofimportane [25℄.



193.3 Grid MiddlewareOver the past few years many projets have developed middleware that enablesthe reation of prodution Grids. Most notable is the Globus Projet, whih hasde�ned the urrent de-fato standard for Grid middleware [26℄. Additionally,onsiderable e�ort has been expended to expose the funtionality of the Gridmiddleware through so alled ommodity Grid kits for ommodity tehnologiessuh as Java [21℄ and Python [27℄. These ommodity Grid kits also providebridges to other ommodity tehnologies suh as Web servies [28℄. Other e�ortsare Legion [29℄ and Condor [30℄. Akenti [31℄ provides a seurity model and arhi-teture providing salable seurity servies in Grids. The SDSC Storage ResoureBroker (SRB) [32℄ is a lient-server servie that provides a uniform interfae foronneting to heterogeneous remote data resoures and aessing repliated datasets. The Network Weather Servie [33℄ provides an initial solution to distributedmonitoring of resoures that periodially reords and foreasts the performaneof various network and omputational resoures over time. Many more projetsexist and are represented within the GGF.4 PortalsFuture Grid e�orts will need to address the problem of exposing their funtion-ality through onvenient portals that are used by a partiular ommunity. Onlyif the onept of the Grid is hidden from the end-user we will ahieve a seamlessintegration of Grids in the sienti� workplae. The term portal is not learlyde�ned within the ommunity, as it sometimes represents integrated desktops,eletroni market plaes, or aess to information hubs. We believe the termportal must be used in a more general sense, providing the ability to build om-munities and present information relevant to the ommunity. This also inludesthe integration of appliations and servies that bene�t the ommunity. Similarto portals for eletroni business, the key is to integrate data and informationwith appliations and servies by the targeted user ommunity (see Fig. 2).Thus, we de�ne a portal as a single point of entry to an integrated servieproviding aess to information and data, appliations, and servies by users.Note that this de�nition does not inlude the use of a partiular protool suhas HTTP. Most ommon are Web portals that build the urrent generation ofportals based on the HTTP protool while aessing the information through abrowser. A Grid portal provides a speialized portal useful for users of produtionGrids. The servies o�ered support the use of Grids and simplify aess to theseprodution Grids. Naturally, a Grid portal will inlude information about thestatus of the Grid resoures and servies. Commonly this inludes the status ofbath queuing systems, load, and network performane between the resoures.Furthermore, it may inlude information related to a ommunity suh as thelimatology ommunity to provide a targeted aess point to useful other high-end servies, suh as the generation of a ompute and data intense parameterstudy for limate hange.
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Fig. 2. Portals provide an aess point of entry that helps to integrate information anddata, appliation and servies by their users.In ontrast to Web portals, Grid portals may not be restrited to simplebrowser tehnologies, as it is often the ase that the data visualization apabil-ities exeed those of a ommon Web browser. Displaying data suh as maro-moleules or three-dimensional high-resolution weather data requires the use ofspeialized plug-ins or exeutables. These ustom-designed visual omponentsare usually installed outside of a browsers, similar to the installation of MP3players, PDF browsers, and video onferening tools. Figure 9 outlines a sim-ple arhiteture for Grid portals that we believe will be basis for many Gridportal ativities. Speial attention needs to be plaed on the deployment andadministrative servies, as they are almost always ignored in ommon portalativities. A portal an funtion only if the administrative and deployment ser-vies are arefully worked out. In order to rapidly reate suh portals, it is ofadvantage to hoose ommodity tehnologies. The use of JavaBeans and JSP issupported in many Web portal design interfae development environments. Thusit is of advantage to develop Grid portal toolkits that an be integrated in suhenvironments.Examples for portals are HotPage [34℄, Webow and its suessor Gate-way [35℄, [36℄, XCAT [37℄, UNICORE (UNiform Interfae to COmputing RE-soures) [38℄ JiPANG(Jini-based Portal Augmenting Grids) [39℄ Ninf [40℄, Net-Solve [41℄, and the Globus Toolkit [19℄ via the Java CoG Kit [21℄. A simpleJava API provides the user with a uniform interfae to the Grids. A speializedJiPANG browser allows the interative aess to Grid resoures and servies.5 Commerial Grid AtivitiesMany ompanies have suessfully delivered tools that are integrated in ourglobal vision of Grids. Bath queuing systems suh as LSF, PBS, and CODINE(now part of SUNs Gridengine),are well known within the ommunity. Muh
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Fig. 3. A portal arhiteture for Grid portals.of the Grid ommunity was based on the development of integrated serviesthat hide the di�erenes between the implementations. Globus Toolkit, Legion,and even earlier Webow ativities were suessful in hiding suh di�erenes.Nevertheless, the urrent generation of middleware ( often represented by Legionand the Globus Toolkit) has reahed a sophistiation that goes beyond the initialresearh projets. Legion is today marketed through Avaki, whih was ofoundedby the developers of Legion. The Globus Toolkit, whih maintains a free opensoure toolkit, is now marketed by a number of ompanies that inlude supportas part of their business model.The newest development in industry and researh promoting Web serviesthrough e�orts suh as IBMs ommitment to the Web servies framework, Mi-rosofts .Net, and SUNs Web servies and JXTA framework will be major driversfor the next generation of Grid software. The development of an Open Grid Ser-vie Arhiteture [9℄ together with ompanies suh as IBM promises to integratebusiness and researh models and proesses in order to leverage from eah otherstehnologies. Besides suh a de�nition of an arhiteture, implementations areneeded that prove the validity of suh an approah.6 ConlusionWe are in the infany of Grid development.We have identi�ed many management-related aspets of Grids and have posed some of the problems emerging Grids willfae. Point solutions do exist for a subset of these problems, but muh remains indeveloping Grids and making the vision a reality.In partiular, in addition to thedevelopment of Grid middleware, interfaes are needed that an be used by theappliation sientists to aess Grids. Commodity Grid toolkits enabling aess
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